Guardian Circles
For Manipulation of the Masses

With guardian circles we have the opportunity to strengthen and
build by holding hands, working with Universal Laws to remove all
energies whose agendas are to dominate, control and entrap others.

Intention of our Circles:
To anchor the Divine Agendas of Good into the world. We do this with a commitment to
consistently hold invigorating space, while demanding the clearing of all parasitic/
domination energies back to their original home.

Principles upon which our circles functions:

We understand the Power of the Word to create.
We also recognize The Law of Manifestation, the
power of Personal Choice, and the Assignment of
the soul in a Female body to design, discern
and command. We use positive Reality
Statements to set our goals.

Script to set the Space in calling the Circle:
"We have gathered together in circle within the secured Sacred Ground of Divine
Sovereignty with secured boundaries of the Red Rock and the PTO Extraction Vortex.

Emergency Guardian Circle Intention:
"With the power and authority of our word, we take back ownership and guardianship
of Earth space, the space of this circle, and beyond."
"We reclaim our stewardship of Earth Mission, of humanity's space, projects, and all
life. Our call to sovereignty is clear with zero tolerance of domination/parasitic agendas.
We act as surrogates to impact humanity and all in the Web of Life. This circle's energy
is a field of Magnificence, Intelligence, Generosity, Clarity and Abundance within the
Sacred Ground of Sovereignty.

Our Declarations:

1. "All harmonics reflecting our Divine Good, benefit, and expansion are anchored.
They expand to fill all space, individuals, families, and projects. Enriched male heart
energy flows consistently into all dimensions for our designs.
2. "We declare that any form of parasitic/domination energy or influence is
consistently identified, neutralized and extracted from our space by PTO and all who
join in that removal decree.
3. "The identified situation is instantly freeze-framed.
4. "The entire TAG healing team collective is present to activate the protocols for
instant healing of those in the situation back their Divine Nature.
5. "All Earth Volunteers are safe and inspired to create fearlessly with increased clarity,
generosity, strength, health, and stability from this moment forward. Our energy
field sparks all others into their safety, health, and stability.
We set this decree and it exists from this moment forward.
And so it is."
Allow time for those words to move through you. Feel what they cause to emerge and
breathe them in as new information.

Building the fire of our Circle space
The commitment for those in the Emergency Guardian Circle is to
take 5-minute daily to energize the Circle. In addition, they will
rotate and take the lead for a situation. That means spending 5
minutes 3 times a day to focus on the situation. Additionally, doing
that focus for 3 days.

Reality Statement to claim energy support of this Circle:

• This circle secures my space, infuses my purpose, and eliminates all negative,
destructive energies that come toward me, leaving me free to fearlessly create.

Blessings!

Sharon Riegie Maynard

Reality Shift explained: https://www.restored2yoursoul.com/realityshift.html
More details at: https://www.sacredgroundcollective.org/guardian-circles.html
My Deep Roots Community is at: www.patreon.com/amysticsview
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